
For the second day in a row, FCF’s Daily Report 
references an article from Investment Executive -only this 
time about the US election which is just nine weeks away. 
I remember staying up to all hours awaiting the results in 
2016, and can scarcely believe how quickly four years has 
come and gone. For anyone who remembers, the Market 
initially sold off on news that Trump would win, before 
reversing itself and going on a tear that sent indexes up 
more than 60%. A combination of tax and regulatory 
reforms coupled with a pro-business mindset -essentially 
Reaganomics 2.0- fulled the rally that has largely 
recouped its Covid losses in Q1. With Biden leading in 
the polls however, the question of where Markets go from 
here should be on investors’ minds. 

As summarized, the article makes the case for why investors should consider downside protection in the face of US 
election volatility. Markets hate uncertainty and respond predictably with greater ups and downs before they know 
what comes next. That said, as the article also makes the point that either outcome may not be too bad for equities 
overall, as both political parties offer something positive. As the Chief Economist at the National Bank argues:

“The most market-moving outcome from Nov. 3 would be the Democrats winning the White House and both 
chambers of Congress”. [However], while the markets could be unsettled in the short term by such a clean sweep 
owing to the Democrats’ pledge to raise corporate/capital gains taxes and increase business regulations, we feel that 
the promise to continue spending would, all other things being equal, help stabilize markets”. 

The balance of the article can be found <here>, though we are of the view that short-term stimulus spending under a 
Biden Presidency is worse medium to long term, than a continuation of the Supply-Side economics approach 
favoured by Republicans. 

So what can be done to mitigate downside portfolio risk? Well, for starters the inclusion of fixed-income (bond) 
positions in the portfolio lowers overall portfolio risk. Additionally, we include investment funds with lower 
correlations to each other and incorporate Value funds (holding out-of-favour companies acquired at a discount) to 
complement Growth funds in our asset models. Finally, the inclusion of an Alternative Strategy component which acts 
as a proxy for greater bond exposure by focussing on yield, also contributes to lower overall portfolio risk. As stated 
in the Fund Facts, the vast, overwhelming majority of investment funds we select for our clients have a Low-Medium 
risk profile. These historically have entailed less risk and less volatility than funds with higher risk profiles. Simply put, 
we’ve already built downside protection in our portfolios, meaning that there is not the same need to make broad or 
sweeping changes to your retirement portfolio, just because American voters are heading to the polls. 

September is here and summer weather is still with us. So get out there and enjoy, for November is fast approaching.

Be safe, be well!
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https://www.investmentexecutive.com/news/research-and-markets/investors-should-consider-downside-protection-in-face-of-u-s-election-volatility-report-says/

